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1. Introduction  

The need for the internet is currently very high and has become a mandatory thing for humans with 

various varied uses such as searching for information or the latest knowledge articles or playing 

online games. This causes an increase in connection traffic on the internet and workloads on the 

servers of internet service providers. Especially on a network that has a small bandwidth, it will 

greatly disrupt network connection traffic and can cause the internet connection to be cut off. With 

the high need for internet use among the community, it is hoped that there will be solutions or various 

alternatives for internet users to be able to access the internet easily and without interruption of 

internet connection. 

With a very large need for the internet, sometimes administrators use more than one ISP (Internet 

Service Provider) so that the internet needs of their users can be met and the results are satisfactory. 

Administrators sometimes provide an alternative by separating internet lines based on departments 

if in a company. This method is considered less effective because one day there will be inequality in 
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 Load balancing is tasked with dividing and balancing the traffic load on 
two or more ISPs in a balanced way so that the output obtained when 
using this technique is to maximize throughput, minimize response time 
and avoid overload on one ISP line when one of the ISPs experiences a 
disconnection. This can be seen from the automatic connection switching 
to an active ISP gateway, so that network performance continues to run 
normally. Throughput testing in the morning, afternoon, and evening 
showed very good value changes after load balancing was applied. Delay 
and Packet Loss tests also show a change in value from bad to very good 
after the implementation of the Load balancing system. The results of this 
study indicate that in measuring network performance for conditions of 
delay, packet loss, jitter and throughput before and after system 
implementation using load balancing and failover with the Per 
Connection Classifier (PCC) method, different results were found 
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the condition of internet users. If department A has a small bandwidth but is used by many users and 

department B with a bandwidth that is widely used for only a few users, then internet access in 

department A will be slower than department B [1]. 

The use of the Load balancing technique is a very effective technology solution option by utilizing 

Mikrotik to optimize the distribution of bandwidth and connection paths for each client who wants 

to access the internet without any inequality. Load balancing process on MikroTik RB941 Router 

using Static Route with Address List, EqualCost Multi-Path (ECMP), Per Connection Classifier 

(PCC) and Nth methods can solve this problem. If the main connection is lost, the internet connection 

will automatically switch to an active connection line. So that it does not interfere with internet users 

in learning and working in an organization [2]. 

Per Connection Classifier is a mangle option that sorts data into streams that can be tagged for later 

identification. PCC divides incoming data into streams and then uses routing rules to sort traffic 

evenly (or not) across multiple WAN connections. The PCC function contained in the “Mangle 

Facility” is to sort traffic into streams [3]. 

Load balancing is tasked with dividing and balancing the traffic load on two or more ISPs in a 

balanced way so that the output obtained when using this technique is to maximize throughput, 

minimize response time and avoid overload on one ISP line [9] when one of the ISPs experiences a 

disconnection. This can be seen from the automatic connection switching to an active ISP gateway, 

so that network performance continues to run normally. Throughput testing in the morning, 

afternoon, and evening showed very good value changes after load balancing was applied. Delay and 

Packet Loss testing also shows a change in value from bad to very good after the implementation of 

the Load balancing system [4]. 

There are several studies that have investigated Load Balancing and Failover Using Mikrotik with 

the Per Connection Classifier (PCC) Method on the Interconnection of Two Internet Service 

Providers (ISP), such as the research conducted by Nanang Sadikin and Faprianda Rossy Ramadhan 

which showed that the load balancing system 2 ISP and fail over can be applied directly as a solution 

in overcoming problems that arise on the internet network, so that it can be maximized in helping 

PT. Visionet Data International Service Point Setiabudi. 

This study aims to implement load balancing on two ISP connection lines using the Per Connection 

Classifier (PCC) method on the Mikrotik router and n failover techniques if one of the ISP lines has 

a problem or one of the ISP connections is down or disconnected. 

2. Literature Review 

PCC works by taking some fields from the IP header and TCP or UDP header, then with the help of 

a hashing algorithm will produce an output. The output is obtained by summing several IP header 

fields, then dividing by a predetermined denominator, and the remainder when compared with a 

certain remainder, if they are the same, the packet will be captured. We can select source-address, 

destination-address, src-port, etc.-port in this operation. 

The source-address and destination-address can be retrieved from the IP packet header and the src-

port and dst-port are retrieved from the TCP or UDP packet header. One hash method that can be 

used is Modulo. modulo is a number operation that returns the remainder of the division of one 

number by another. Suppose two numbers a and b, a modulo b (abbreviated a mod b) is the integer 

remainder of the division of a by b. For example, "1 mod 3", "4 mod 3", and "7 mod 3" have a result 

of 1, because all three numbers have a remainder of 1 when divided by 3, while "9 mod 3" is 0. 
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Applying the modulus operation in Number theory belongs to modulo arithmetic. The hashing 

function is used because it has one of the deterministic properties. The point is that if we enter an 

input that says "hello" and produce an output of "1", and the statement is absolute, so if we input 

"hello" a second time it will produce an output of "1". Figure 1 below shows a block diagram of the 

PCC method. 

The system built is the implementation of load balancing using the PCC method using 2 internet 

connections from two different provider connections on Mikrotik. The two internet connections come 

from the Axis provider and the Telkomsel provider. 

This load balancing system will be combined with a failover system to handle if there is a downtime 

in one of the internet connection lines that can occur at any time. 

 

Figure 1. Block diagram of PCC Method 

3. Method 

3.1. System Implementation 

After the design scenario is created, then proceed to the implementation stage. At this implementation 

stage consists of 2 parts, namely: 

1. Physical development of the system 
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2. System installation and configuration 

3.2. System Design 

 

  

Figure 2. Fail over and load balancing architecture 

The architecture of the system to be built is shown in Figure 2. The hardware and software required 

for this implementation are software and hardware. 

The next step is to configure Load Balance and Failover with Mangel application for PCC method. 

In its function, the mangle is used to mark every connection that enters the router through the 

interface. The process of this mangle is based on srcaddress, dst-address, src-port, and dst-port, from 

that connection-mark and routing-mark can be done to process specific packets, the marking can be 

done more specifically by using a working chain in the stages of the data management process. By 

using this mangle later the PCC method will be applied. 

Mangle works by marking the connections entered from the input as connection-mark=ISP1, and 

connection-mark=ISP2 through the output, thus dividing the connections that are issued from the 

router through each interface with a mark-routing action. Mangle with the Per Connection Classifier 

(PCC) method is a feature on the Mikrotik Router that works by tracking incoming or outgoing 

connections through the router based on certain groupings. 

3.3. Testing and Measurement 

At the stage of test system design, a design is made in testing the performance of the Load balancing 

system using the PCC method and testing the QOS (Quality of Service) parameters of the internet 

network before and after Load balancing is carried out. 

To do a test using Speed Test to see the upload and download speed values before and after load 

balancing, Command Prompt to see the gateway path that is passed and see the path shift during a 

failover. And in the Wireshark application only to see the parameters of delay, packet loss, jitter and 

thoughput because the quality of internet service is not only measured by how much bandwidth speed 

is given. And in Wireshark it only measures QoS parameters. 

4. Results 

In the initial network test stage, using available web-based applications, in this network test it will 

be known the value of the download speed and upload speed as well as the ping value of the ISP 

used. 

PC for remote 

mikrotik 
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Figure 3. Initial Network Testing ISP 1 

 

Figure 4. ISP Initial Network Testing 2 

Table 1. Network Table Before Load Balancing 

ISP 1 (AXIS) ISP 2 (TELKOMSEL) 

ping (ms) download upload ping (ms) download upload 

36 4,5  mbps 3,1 Mbps 203 5,1 Mbps 5,4 Mbps 

50 0,9 Mbps 2,8 Mbps 196 7,0 Mbos 6,5 Mbps 

39 1,3 Mbps 4,8 Mbps 41 9,3 Mbps 11,1 Mbps 

35 0,4 Mbps 1,1 Mbps 41 4,1 Mbps 9,2 Mbps 

4,1 5,2 Mbps 3,1 Mbps 38 9,7 Mbos 11,9 Mbps 

It can be seen from table 1 that the value of download and upload speeds for each ISP is relatively 

low, some of which are only 0.4 Mbps for download speed and 1.1 Mbps for upload speed. And also 

that can happen because of the weather that sometimes rains or even with the condition of the place 

that has access to a provider that is not good. 

Final Network Testing After load balancing using the saddest web-based application, in the network 

test it will be known the value of the download speed and upload speed and the magnitude of the 

ping value of the ISP used. 

Table 2. Network Table After Load balancing 

PING (ms) DOWNLOAD UPLOAD 

39 15.7 Mbps 14.5 Mbps 

63 18.5 Mbps 17.3 Mbps 

40 16.7 Mbps 16.6 Mbps 

37 17.2 Mbps 14.4 Mbps 

41 16.4 Mbos 13.4 Mbps 

It can be seen in table 2 that when both ISPs are active and working at the same time, you can 

immediately see the value of the download speed and upload speed which has increased significantly, 

even for download speeds of up to 18.5 Mbps. while the upload speed rose with the highest value of 

17.3 Mbps. So from the data above, the implementation of load balancing has been successfully 
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implemented. Speedtest testing with monitoring on winbox is carried out speedtest and then 

monitoring using applications or tools available on winbox, namely the interface list. 

The parameters seen from the two traffics in this interface list are the average size of packet 

distribution (Tx/Upload) and (Rx/Download) from each ISP gateway. From Figure 20, as shown in 

the yellow box, it can be seen that the load has been divided between ISP 1 interface and ISP 2 

interface, so it can be concluded that load balancing has worked successfully and it can be seen that 

traffic has been distributed to ISP 1 and ISP 2 interfaces. 

To prove that this load balancing system is truly balanced, the author uses the next test method by 

doing live streaming on the same website, namely www.detik.com but on a different PC, after that 

the author will try to see which gateway route is traversed by each PC with the traceroute command 

at the command prompt. 

From the tests that have been carried out, the results show that when PC Client1 performs a life 

streaming on the www.detik.com site, then the author does a traceroute at the command prompt and 

it appears that the gateway traversed is 192.168.8.1 indicating that client1 passed the route gateway 

ISP 2. As for PC client2 when doing life streaming on the www.detik.com site then the author does 

the same thing to see the route traversed by PC client2 by means of a traceroute at the command 

prompt and get the result that is 192.168.0.1 which is indicates that PC client2 is on the ISP1 gateway 

path. This test proves that load balancing has gone well, because it has equalized the distribution of 

connection paths from the two ISPs. 

5. Conclusion 

Based on the results of the implementation of load balancing and failover using Mikrotik with the 

Per Connection Classifier (PCC) method on the interconnection of two different internet service 

providers (ISPs), stem load balancing that has been built using the Per Connection Classifier (PCC) 

method can be implemented and used as a way to creating an alternative source of internet connection 

that is quite reliable because it can increase download and upload speeds and can also divide 

connection lines in a balanced way based on the size of the request packet, so that the two ISPs can 

work optimally. The failover system that has been made can be implemented and can overcome 

problems when one ISP experiences a down or lost connection, by means of all the load being 

transferred automatically to an active ISP, so that clients can still access the network without being 

afraid of not being able to internet. 

In measuring network performance for conditions of delay, packet loss, jitter and throughput before 

and after system implementation using load balancing and failover with the Per Connection Classifier 

(PCC) method, different results were found. Where when the two ISPs are active, the values for 

throughput are 1180 bps, packet loss is 0%, jitter is 40,564 ms and delay is 40,552 ms. Meanwhile, 

for conditions when one ISP is down or disconnected, the value for throughput is 1202 bps, packet 

loss is 0%, jitter is 44,382 ms and delay is 44,466 ms. 
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